DreamStation Go
Convenience without compromise

Whether you’re traveling for business or venturing out on the vacation of a lifetime, DreamStation Go provides an easy, reliable and portable PAP experience.

• Our smallest and lightest tubing¹
• Our smallest PAP machine
• Our lightest PAP at less than two pounds
• Complies with FAA requirements²

Packs performance anywhere you go

Wherever your travels take you, sleep apnea follows. That’s why DreamStation Go is an indispensable travel partner, packs the same performance as our home CPAP machines into a light, streamlined package. It even has a convenient USB port to charge your mobile device.

Learn more
Contact your provider today to learn more about DreamStation Go.
www.philips.com/dreamstationgo

¹When compared to Philips 22mm performance tubing
²RTCA/DO-160G section 21, category M.

DreamStation Go's optional overnight battery can help you stay committed to your therapy when you are off the grid. DreamStation Go, set at 10cm of pressure displayed an average run time of 13 hours when running with the Dreamstation Go overnight battery.

Choose the mask you want

Mask compatibility
DreamStation Go gives you the freedom to choose the mask you want! There’s no need for you to switch from the mask you are currently wearing at home when using a travel CPAP.

CPAP therapy even ‘off the grid’

Overnight battery
DreamStation Go’s optional overnight battery can help you stay committed to your therapy when you are off the grid.

Simple therapy adjustments

Intuitive color touch screen
Intuitive color touch screen navigation doesn’t require a mobile device app to adjust your therapy.

¹Masks with standard 22mm outer diameter connection
²Battery run times may vary due to higher CPAP pressure settings, excessive mask leakage, altitude, temperature, charging devices with the USB port, and other variables.